Little Rice Fire Dept., WI ~ Enclosed Control Pumper
Built on a Freightliner M2 chassis w/a 300H.P. engine and automatic transmission, this truck is
equipped w/a fully enclosed top mount pump control module directly behind the cab. In the heated
enclosure there is a removable bench seat w/3 SCBA backrests w/bottle clips and seatbelts, dome lights,
defroster fans, a pass through from the cab to enclosure, and all the pump controls. There are two 1-1/2”
cross-lay discharges located under the removable bench seat for the ease of repacking. There are a total of
4 – 2-1/2” discharges located on the apparatus; 1-left, 1-right, and 2-rear. Plumbing and a mounting plate
for a deck gun are installed directly behind the enclosure in a position where the pump operator can
control it through the rear-sliding window. The two side 6” inlets are equipped with manually controlled
butterfly valves w/a hand wheel control at the pump panel. The body consists of the dual high side
configuration w/Gortite rollup doors. There are two-rear slide in compartments w/aluminum diamond
plate doors. One is storage for the customer’s portable folding tank w/a plastic lumber floor and a roller at
the rear for ease of loading and unloading. The other compartment is storage for two lengths of 6”X10”
PVC suction hose (1) at the top and (1) at the bottom. In between the suction hose is where the 24’ 2section, 14’ roof, and 10’ folding ladders are stored along w/2 pike poles. In the wheel wells there is a
total of 4 SCBA bottle compartments, 2 each side. Also on board there is a 6KW Harrison hydraulic
generator which is installed in the dunnage area directly behind the pump operator enclosure w/a digital
readout on the pump panel. The generator operates (2) 500 watt telescoping Tele-Lites, (2) sealed outlet
boxes located (1) each side of the pump enclosure. Lighting consists of Weldon 26° scene lights; 1 each
side & 2 rear, Weldon halogen taillights and backup lights, LED clearance lights, Emergency lighting
consists of Federal lights including light bar (Street Hawk), intersection & low level halogen flashers
(GH3F), Sentry rotators, & head light flasher w/high beam over ride. The siren & speaker are also Federal
(PA300 & Dyna Max). Finishing off the apparatus, Realwheels wheel simulators were installed.

